Providing a kitchen design that supports the many activities of a busy family provides a much-needed location for families to come together and reconnect at the end of a long day.
Families are busier than ever, and finding time to fit everything into an already packed family schedule can be tricky at times.

More often than not, families are negotiating a schedule full of after-school activities, homework and meal preparation, so homes are being designed to be better-equipped to support this new family lifestyle.

One specific location in the home that truly has evolved is the kitchen. Designing your family kitchen to be a multipurpose space has the potential to make the kitchen the “hub” of your home and a place to come together as a family.

Here are some ways to do that:

- **The kitchen island** – The increased use of islands in residential kitchens is an excellent example of how furniture placement or built-in cabinetry can contribute to a multipurpose design solution. Designing for more than one activity can lead to a space that adapts and morphs to the needs of the users at any given time.

  An effective kitchen island can come in many forms. Determining the many activities that might happen at a kitchen island is the first step to designing an island that will function well for your family. Parents often are preparing meals and assisting with homework simultaneously. Providing an island that allows a child to work on homework closer to where the parent is during meal preparation or cleanup lowers stress levels and provides an opportunity for more impromptu conversations beyond homework.

  Islands can be designed to have more accessible seating solutions for older individuals and smaller children, such as banquette seating connected to the backside of an island with a table, an attached table that is a standard table height with chairs, or a lower counter height instead of the higher, more typical counter height.

- **Family organization stations** – The key to managing extracurricular activities, social and work events, and homework is to have a dedicated space for organization. The kitchen is an ideal location for an organization station. Having a family calendar, places to post RSVPs or invitations to upcoming events, hooks for coats and a charging station for electronic devices in the kitchen allows for easy access at the start and end of every day.

  Cubbies or slots can be used for a variety of organizational needs, including homework to be completed, backpacks, mail and bills. A family organization station can be as simple as one cabinet dedicated to the family calendar or as complex as an entire wall of built-in cabinetry fully equipped with everything from storage cubbies to benches. The incorporation of an organization station allows children to gain an understanding of the benefits of being organized and responsible individuals.

- **Incorporating technology** – We can’t discuss a multipurpose kitchen without including ways to incorporate technology into the space. Small modifications to a kitchen can make it more user friendly for the technologically advanced family. Rails mounted directly under wall cabinets have the potential to include stands for portable media players (iPods), cellphones or charging stations.

- **Small sitting areas and adjacent family rooms** – These spaces might include more comfortable lounge furniture, desk(s) for studying or even a television. Family rooms often are considered to be separate rooms; however, proximity to the kitchen blurs the lines between where one room begins and the other ends.

  Having a comfortable, dedicated space for the family included in the kitchen design, that is, a small nook with two larger lounge chairs or an area placed by a window, allows for intimate family conversations to happen between a couple of members of the family and for families to be close but still have the necessary space to work or relax.